GRAFFSTOP

GRAFFSTOP IS A REVOLUTIONARY ANTI-GRAFFITI COATING
SYSTEM, PROVIDING A HIGHLY EFFECTIVE, LOW COST FORM
OF LONG-LASTING PROTECTION AGAINST GRAFFITI.
LONG LASTING SOLUTION

CLEARING GRAFFITI

Graffiti removal has traditionally been a labour
intensive and expensive exercise, requiring the
use of chemicals and abrasion to achieve a
passable result. Furthermore, removal can cause
even more damage than the anti-social graffiti.
GraffStop means there is no longer a need for the
use of hazardous, toxic chemicals or specialist
equipment to clear and protect against unsightly
and often highly offensive graffiti.

GraffStop is a self-healing, environmentally safe
solution that will leave any surface completely
vandal-proof, year after year, drastically lowering
maintenance costs and removing the need for
specialist equipment and training.
COLOUR MATCHED
Because it can be colour matched to suit any
existing design, it proves a long-term solution for
any surface.

UNIQUE FORMULATION

MEETING STANDARDS

Developed by Garrandale’s own in-house
chemists, the GraffStop range is completely unlike
any other system on the market.
Our unique formulation allows GraffStop to deliver
stunning results. GraffStop has been tried, tested
and approved to the highest industrial standard for
all civil and heritage sites.

NO CHEMICALS JUST TAP WATER!

A single pack polymer, it can easily be
applied by spray, brush or roller to porous
and non-porous surfaces, allowing graffiti
to be simply and quickly washed away
using nothing more than tap water.

FLEXISTOP

GraffStop products meets BS 6853 Measurement
of Smoke Density. BS 4756/7 Surface Spread of
Flame and BS 6853 Toxicity Fume Test.
GraffStop is, therefore, suitable for application in
numerous environments and on a wide range of
materials including stainless steel, pre-painted surfaces, brick, stone, concrete and wood.
GraffStop also meets all London Underground and
Network Rail standards making it the perfect
solution for the rail industry and public transport
sector in the costant fight against graffiti
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GRAFFSTOP

GRAFFSTOP HARD COAT
GRAFFITI PROTECTION
Railway Infrastructure

Graffiti removal has always been labour-intensive,
traditionally requiring the use of chemicals and
abrasion to achieve a passable result or to
constantly repaint over the graffiti. These methods
have cost rail companies and Network Rail
millions of pounds over the years, London
Underground alone were reportedly spending £10
Million per year tackling the problem. We firmly
believe that Graffstop™ is the finest and most cost
effective solution to the age old problem of graffiti.
It already enjoys success throughout Europe,
where in Belgium and Ireland it is used to protect
buildings and bridges, and in Spain where it’s use
by train operators is increasing each day.
Although it was developed to safeguard trains and
buses, this coating can be applied to pretty much
anything non-porous making the possible
applications huge. It has been used to coat
bridges and walkways, decorative metal
sculptures and seating, even steel shutter doors.
Graffstop® hard coat, can be sprayed or painted
onto any non-porous surfaces in its two part
formula, and once dry it forms a hard shell which
prevents any graffiti from adhering properly.
* Can be applied to all internal and external
parts of the vehicle
* Gives exceptional anti graffiti release
properties when cured
* Allows graffiti to be removed with mild
detergent.

FLEXISTOP

GRAFFITI SOLUTIONS

Our range of anti graffiti coatings are the solution
to the headache of unsightly graffiti and it's
removal. The full range of coatings have been
developed to provided a solution for almost every
surface material, we even have an anti-graffiti
coating for glass! Our products can save you vast
amounts of time and money when trying to keep
the blight of graffiti from your business or vehicles.
* Unique coating guaranteed for 20 years
* Requires no chemicals or abrasion for
100% clean
* Uses only water to remove graffiti
* The most cost effective solution to graffiti
removal and surface protection
* Proven in Manchester's Exchange Square
and Blackpool’s Sea Front

GRAFFSTOP CRYSTAL
WINDOW FILM

The final element safeguarding assets from
destructive railway vandals, is our remedial
treatment for acid etched and scratched windows.
Our engineers polish out any damage and then
apply a special film to the scratched glass, which
returns it to original clarity. If vandals scratch the
restored windows in future they will simply
damage the film which can then be replaced.
GraffStop CFP provides a lasting solution to glass
vandalism, preventing unsightly damage, and
saving the extreme costs of replacing carriage
windows.
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